PROSPERITY INSIGHTS
Monetary policy dominates global economic discourse
The month of September 2016 was dominated by monetary policy actions of key central banks in advanced economies.
With output gaps still negative, wage pressures muted and risk of persistent low inflation, the need to remain
accommodative persists, with growing reliance on unconventional strategies in these economies. Against this backdrop, the
US Federal Reserve was unable to raise rates, while the Bank of Japan found itself unable to ease meaningfully, risking the
credibility of both banks.
In a highly anticipated monetary policy meeting, US Federal Reserve kept its Fed funds rate on hold (at 0.25-0.50%) for the
sixth consecutive meeting, following the spate of weak data points. Further, median economic projections of FOMC
members were shaved-off to denote lower GDP growth, marginally higher unemployment rate, and most importantly, only
a 25 bps rate hike in 2016. In its statement, the Fed while acknowledged that labor market has continued to strengthen and
household spending had been strong, business fixed investment has softened and inflation has continued to remain belowtarget. Overall near-term risks to economic outlook appeared balanced, and even as case for increase in rates had
strengthened, the Committee decided to wait “for the time being”.
In the same week, Bank of Japan (BoJ) disappointed markets with much less-than-expected monetary policy stimulus, after
having promised a complete overhaul of its monetary policy framework. Nevertheless, it introduced a “Quantitative and
Qualitative Monetary Easing (QQE) with yield curve control” by essentially removing an explicit target for the monetary
base and replacing it with yield curve control. While JPY 80 tn bond-buying will continue, the final target will be to
maintain 10-year bond yields at around 0%. The guideline for average maturity of Japanese Government Bond (JGB)
purchases which used to be 7-12 years was also abolished - essentially implying that BoJ will now concentrate its buying at
the shorter end of the curve. Further, it committed to maintaining QQE with yield control until the 2% inflation target is
achieved in “a stable manner”.
On the domestic front, incremental data continued to remain mixed, a reflection of diverging consumption and investment
trends. High frequency indicators more attuned to consumption such as personal loans growth, PMI services continued to
uphold growth on trend basis. On the other hand, investment and manufacturing related indicators such as PMI
manufacturing, core industry growth, industrial credit continued to display tepid momentum in their latest prints.
Going forward, we expect recovery to continue to be led by improvement in consumption, as the lagged impact of normal
monsoon, 7th pay commission payouts and onset of festival season provide support. We expect FY17 GVA growth to
improve to 7.8% from 7.2% in FY16. Reiterating our view, IMF in its latest World Economic Outlook update, too upped
India’s FY17 GDP growth forecast by 20 bps to 7.6%.
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Domestic Market Macro Economics
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Sept PMIs suggest some moderation

Weakness turning broad-based

Pace of manufacturing activity eased in Sep-16 as Nikkei PMI manufacturing index moderated to 52.1
from 52.6 in Aug-16. This was led by slower increase in new orders
India’s fiscal deficit stood at 76.4% of BE over Apr-Aug FY17 as compared to 66.5% in the corresponding
period last fiscal year, driven by de-growth in non-tax revenue
Core sector output grew by 3.2%YoY in Aug-16 compared to 3.0% in Jul-16. Of the eight core sub-sectors, 3
sectors (Coal, Crude oil, Natural Gas) witnessed a contraction while electricity posted a near flat growth
(of 0.2%YoY)
Growth in Non-food credit came lower in Aug-16 to 8.2%YoY from 8.3% in Jul-16, owing to both a
contraction in monthly credit off-take and an unfavorable base
August CPI came in at a 5-month low of 5.05%, expectedly led by food price disinflation
Headline IIP in July slipped into negative territory led by sharp de-growth in manufacturing index and
weakness in mining and electricity production. The data continued to remain susceptible to sharp
volatility as rubber insulated cable subtracted 4.24% from the headline index

August WPI Inflation: The ascent continues

Food disinflation sets in

We expect:
We continue to expect GDP growth to improve to 8.1% in FY17 from 7.6% in FY16 led by strong agriculture
growth driven by normal monsoon.
We expect FY17 CPI inflation to broadly track 4.8% vs. 4.9%YoY in FY16.
With imports still in deep contraction, current account deficit dynamics are expected to remain supportive in
FY17 (YBL estimate: 0.7% of GDP; USD 16 bn).
We expect USDINR to trade in the range of 66-67 until Jun-17
October 2016
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Equity Market Insights
Indian markets were on a bumpy ride in the month of September and ended the month in losses. However,
midcaps continued to shine with the Nifty Free Float Midcap 100 Index moving up by 0.27% during the month.
BSE Sensex closed at 27,866, lower by 2.1% for the month while the Nifty closed at 8,611; down by 1.5%, during
the same period. The Nifty Free Float Smallcap 100 Index was down by 0.6% during the month.
During September, foreign investors pumped in USD 1.43bn in the Indian equity markets and USD1.58 bn in the
debt markets taking the total tally to a net inflow of USD 3.01bn during the month. DII’s were net buyers with an
inflow of ~ USD 0.3bn during the same period.

Factors to Watch
Fund flows: Escalation in geopolitical tensions led to the recent muted performance for the Indian stock markets.
However, fund flows into the markets remained intact due to two factors – (i) Near zero interest rate
environment in most of the developed economies makes high growth economies like India an attractive
investment destination; (ii) abundant liquidity in the global system.
In the near term there are a few risks to fund flows – (i) geo-political issues; (ii) trajectory of interest rates in the
US and (iii) elections in the US. However, given the fundamental strength of our economy we do believe that in
the long term our markets should continue to trend upwards and this would attract funds both from domestic as
well as foreign investors.
Corporate Earnings: The concern for investors till now has been on the corporate earnings side as earnings
growth is yet to pick up in a meaningful way. Therefore, the key event to watch out for would be the JulySeptember quarter earnings. We expect earnings to start improving in the second half of the year driven by (i)
boost in consumption led by revival in the rural spending on the back of good rainfall and 7th Pay Commission
related payouts; (ii) gradual pickup in economic activity; (iii) low base effect.
Geopolitical developments across the world

Outlook & Expectations
The lackluster earnings growth has also resulted in valuations becoming expensive. Post the correction seen at
the end of September, Sensex was trading at a forward PE multiple of 17.4x. If we factor in a possible recovery in
earnings growth, valuations do not look expensive from a long term perspective. Any bigger fall due to global
reasons can provide a good opportunity for investing in quality stocks for the long term.
In terms of sectors, we believe that the continued traction in urban consumption and revival of the rural
economy would have a multiplier effect on sectors that are driven by consumption. Revival in demand would
eventually translate to revival in private capex as well. Additionally, pickup in crop acreage and sowing activity
on the back of decent rainfall should bode well for stocks in the agri space. With this in mind we would
recommend investing in infrastructure, consumption led sectors and agri sectors.
We recommend equity investments through a Systematic Transfer route with a minimum investment horizon of
36 months
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Debt Market Insights


The average systemic liquidity in the banking system improved to a surplus of INR 474 bn from INR 305 bn
previously. Government’s spending, RBI’s dividend payment and continued purchase of Gsecs by RBI through
OMOs helped create durable liquidity surplus.



Average 10 year yield during Sept declined to 6.91% from 7.13% amid comfortable liquidity and expectations of
rate cut amid benign inflation print. OMO purchase worth INR 100 bn was conducted by RBI.



In line with our expectations, the RBI’s monetary policy committee cut the repo rate by 25 bps to 6.25%.



For FY17, the RBI retained its:
1.

CPI inflation forecast of 5% (for Mar-17). However, it noted that upside risks to inflation had reduced
compared to earlier.

2.

GVA growth estimate at 7.6% with risks evenly balanced..

Outlook and Expectations
We continue to expect the RBI to remain in accommodative mode, expecting another 25 bps repo rate cut in the
remainder of FY17, amid:
Downward trajectory of food inflation, in turn led by favorable outturn of the south-west monsoon.
Continued prudent supply management measures by the government, especially with regard to high-risk
items such as pulses

Model Portfolios – October 2016
Asset Class
I) Debt (%)
Ultra Short Term Funds
Dynamic /Income Funds
NCD/ Bank Deposit
II) Equity (%)
Large Cap
Mid cap
Sector/ Thematic
II) Alternate (%)
Gold ETF
Structured Products
PE/ Real Estate Funds
Total (%)
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Conservative
95
20
35
40
5
5
100

Cautious
70
15
30
25
15
15
15
5
10
100

Moderate
50
15
20
15
30
25
5
20
10
10
100
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Growth
25
5
15
5
45
30
10
5
30
10
10
10
100

High Growth
10
5
5
55
35
15
5
35
10
10
15
100

Glossary:
Consumer Price Index (CPI): A measure that examines the weighted average of prices of a basket of consumer
goods and services, such as transportation, food and medical care.
Wholesale Price Index (WPI): An index that measures and tracks the changes in price of goods in the stages
before the retail level.
Open Market Operations (OMO’s): is the buying and selling of government securities in the open market in
order to expand or contract the amount of money in the banking system. Purchases inject money into the
banking system and stimulate growth while sales of securities do the opposite.
Cash Management Bills (CMB): A short-term security sold by RBI to meet any temporary shortfalls.
Purchasing Managers Index (PMI) is based on surveys on private sector service /manufacturing companies. An
index level of 50 denotes no change since the previous month, while a level above 50 signals an increase or
improvement and below 50 indicates a decrease or deterioration.
Net Demand and Time Liabilities (NDTL): It is the sum of demand and time liabilities (deposits) of banks with
public and other banks wherein assets with other banks is subtracted to get net liability of other banks.
Current Account Deficit (CAD): A measurement of a country’s trade in which the value of goods and services it
imports exceeds the value of goods and services it exports. A current account deficit represents negative net
sales abroad. A country can reduce its current account deficit by increasing the value of its exports relative to
the value of imports.
West Texas Intermediate (WTI): also known as Texas light sweet, is a grade of crude oil used as a benchmark in
oil pricing. This grade is described as light because of its relatively low density, and sweet because of its low
sulfur content.
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In the preparation of the material contained in this document, Yes Bank Limited has used information that is publicly available, including
information developed in-house. Information gathered & material used in this document is believed to be from reliable sources. Yes Bank Limited
however does not warrant the accuracy, reasonableness and/or completeness of any information. For data reference to any third party in this
material no such party will assume any liability for the same. Yes Bank Limited does not in any way through this material solicit any offer for
purchase, sale or any financial transaction/commodities/products of any financial instrument dealt in this material. All recipients of this material
should before dealing and or transacting in any of the products referred to in this material make their own investigation, seek appropriate
professional advice.
We have included statements/opinions/recommendations in this document which contain words or phrases such as "will”, “expect", "should"
and similar expressions or variations of such expressions, that are "forward looking statements". Actual results may differ materially from those
suggested by the forward looking statements due to risks or uncertainties associated with our expectations with respect to, but not limited to,
exposure to market risks, general economic and political conditions in India and other countries globally, which have an impact on our services
and / or investments, the monetary and interest policies of India, inflation, deflation, unanticipated turbulence in interest rates, foreign exchange
rates, equity prices or other rates or prices, the performance of the financial markets in India and globally, changes in domestic and foreign laws
,regulations and taxes and changes in competition in the industry. By their nature, certain market risk disclosures are only estimates and could be
materially different from what actually occurs in the future. As a result, actual future gains or losses could materially differ from those that have
been estimated.
Yes Bank Limited and any of its officers directors, personnel and employees, shall not liable for any loss, damage of any nature, including but not
limited to direct, indirect, punitive, special, exemplary, consequential, as also any loss of profit in any way arising from the use of this material in
any manner. The recipient alone shall be fully responsible/ are liable for any decision taken on the basis of this material. All recipients of this
material should before dealing and/or transacting in any of the products referred to in this material make their own investigation, seek
appropriate professional advice. The investments discussed in this material may not be suitable for all investors. Any person subscribing to or
investigating in any product/financial instruments should do so on the basis of and after verifying the terms attached to such product/financial
instrument. Financial products and instruments are subject to market risks and yields may fluctuate depending on various factors affecting
capital/debt markets. Please note that past performance of the financial products and instruments does not necessarily indicate the future
prospects and performance thereof. Such past performance mayor may not be sustained in future. Yes Bank Limited or its officers, directors,
personnel and employees, including persons involved in the preparation or issuance of this material may; (a) from time to time, have long or short
positions in, and buy or sell the securities mentioned herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such securities and earn
brokerage or other compensation in the financial instruments/products/commodities discussed herein or act as advisor or lender / borrower in
respect of such securities/financial instruments/products/commodities or have other potential conflict of interest with respect to any
recommendation and related information and opinions. The said persons may have acted upon and/or in a manner contradictory with the
information contained here. No part of this material may be duplicated in whole or in part in any form and or redistributed without the prior
written consent of Yes Bank Limited. This material is strictly confidential to the recipient and should not be reproduced or disseminated to anyone
else.
The views and opinion specified herein are suggestive in nature and based on in depth market analysis and appreciation of facts considered
critical by us. However, this does not mean or exclude the possibility of any alternate investment strategy. The opinion/views mentioned herein is
only one of the strategies which can be adopted by you at your sole discretion for achieving your financial objectives and all investment decision
made by you are at you sole risk and discretion and we shall not be liable for losses if any caused to you. Further past performance of you
investments in accordance with our views may not be presumed as a guarantee for similar performance in future. All views/opinion stated herein
shall be subject to the additional conditions, qualifications and riders if any specified for securities/investment options in the offer
documents/Offering memorandum for such securities/investment options and we request you to peruse the same.
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